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Joining the debate on the AFSPA, after its full and partial removal from two states, former Army Chief VP Malik stressed that the Armed
Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) is essential for the Army, which is put in a combat position in terrorism-hit areas.
He was delivering a keynote address at a symposium on Daisaku Ikeda’s 2018 peace proposal, ‘Towards an era of human rights: Building
a people’s movement’, organised by the Bharat Soka Gakkai here on Monday evening.
Referring to the recent removal of the Act from Meghalaya and almost half of the Arunachal Pradesh, Gen VP Malik (Retd) said: “The
Act is grossly misunderstood as it does not give the Army any liberty to indulge in violence. Believe me, the Army has its own mechanism
to handle aberrations of violence, but without AFSPA, the Army will have no legal sanctity and constitutional protection to function in a
strife-torn area.”
Defending the soldiers, Malik called for the need to understand the human rights and self-defence rights of a soldier. “Recently in
Kashmir, a Junior Commissioned Officer (JCO) of the Army was booked for firing at a mob of stone-pelters. No one bothered to talk
about the human rights of the soldier and his right to defend himself from a mob,” he said.
Malik said people must understand that peace comes in pieces and not as one whole package. As care for the elderly is an important part
of the 2018 peace process, Malik said it was important for the elderly to have financial independence and to keep themselves busy.
Earlier, Navraj Sandhu, Additional Chief Secretary with the Haryana government, spoke on the importance of women empowerment as
a necessary tool for world peace.
Inspirational speaker and former IAS officer Vivek Atray talked about the need to have peace within ourselves to attain world peace. He
stressed that the education and empowerment of the girl child was a must for a healthy society, but upbringing of the boys as sensitive
human beings where they respect women is also a necessity.
Vishesh Gupta, Chairperson, Bharat Soka Gakkai, said the peace movement was the way forward to make the world free of violence.
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Chandigarh, April 30, 2018: In order to steer the world away from conflicts to building
a humanistic society, dignitaries at a symposium on Monday, discussed SGI President
Daisaku Ikeda’s 2018 peace proposal titled “Towards an Era of Human Rights: Building a
People's Movement.”
Being held at Baba Makhan Shah Lobana Foundation Auditorium, Sec 30 A, Chandigarh,
the main points of the proposal were discussed by the eminent speakers, Mr Vivek Atray,
Author and Motivational Speaker, Mrs. Navraj Sandhu, Additional Chief Secretary,
Government of Haryana. The keynote address was delivered by General V. P. Malik, PVSM,
AVSM (Retd.), Former Chief of Army Staff.
Focusing on the 2018 peace proposal, Mr. Vishesh Gupta, Chairperson Bharat Soka Gakkai
said, “When anyone see others suffering, he should empathize and take compassionate action
to encourage them out of a wish that they become happy. Broadening the understanding
and support for this way of thinking and living is the key to building a solid grassroots
movement for peace that can unite people around the world”.
In his proposal Ikeda cites how a UNICEF report titled "A child is a child” emphasizes that the rights and dignity of a child must be equally
protected, regardless of whether they are refugees or minorities.
While technology and infrastructure has helped connectivity between people across geographical boundaries, Ikeda says a growing sense of
isolationism and divide in human society can be bridged only by nurturing a different culture wherein communities and people joyously celebrate
each others progress. Toward building such an inclusive society, he has urged giving prime importance to women empowerment as that will not
only be key to achieving all the sustainable development goals, but also imperative for peaceful resolution of conflicts or improving resilience in
disaster preparations. “Women empowerment cannot be an optional agenda: It is an urgent priority for many people in dire situations,” says
Ikeda. He has also urged fostering an environment to go beyond protecting the rights of the elderly and to be looked upon as an "irreplaceable
source of spiritual support & The significance of such bonds remains unchanged even by grave illness or dependence on others for nursing care.
Being surrounded by people who derive joy and happiness from your presence is itself a source of dignity," adds Ikeda. President Ikeda says it is
through our efforts to awaken to and savor our own dignity as we cherish and care for those around us that our lives come to shine brilliantly. He
further says "The challenge of creating the new reality of a global society where all may live in peace and dignity is not beyond our reach. And it
is my firm belief that the solidarity of ordinary people will be the driving force for its realization." Only with such a humanistic approach will the
world be able to shun horrors like nuclear weapons
and focus on sustainable development goals aimed at everyone’s welfare, he adds. Each year President Ikeda formulates a peace proposal that
goes beyond diagnosing obstacles to peace and provides solutions that encompass attitudinal change and other concrete suggestions. The
emphasis is always on tapping humanism, people-to- people contact and deeply caring for everyone. This is not a spiritual document but one
that diagnoses problems at a fundamental level and offers concrete, pragmatic solutions.
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